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Online Management Console (OMC) v4.0.54

Import User Roles Validation

User imports have been updated to handle role imports and updates correctly. Improved
error messaging now appears when a role does not exist.

Product Barcode Sheet Printing

The main product screen was updated to allow printing one or more products via QR,
Barcode, or Avery without filtering by category or area.

French and Spanish Language Support

The Online Management Console (OMC) now supports French and Spanish language
translations.

Product Roles
If Users do not have the Product Update permissions, they can no longer move a
product to a different Area.

If a User has permission to update Products, they can edit/create/import a product on
the Handheld (HH) or OMC based on the role setup.

Users who do not have add, update, or view Product permissions will not be able to set
integrations with third-party APIs.

User Roles
Users with permission to update other profiles can edit, create, or import a profile in the
OMC. Customizable roles can be created, or the system-predefined roles can be used.

Login Screen
Users can now log in via username and password on the same screen. (see image)



Single Sign On (Google, Facebook and Apple)
Users can now sign into the OMC via Google, Facebook, or Apple accounts. These
credentials will be linked to their trakr Counting login. Coming soon for the HH. (see
image)

Counts Excel Export
The Counts Report was updated to export to Excel using columns for Count Name and
Count Date. This will help items to be better filtered via Excel.

New Heading on Counts Page
A heading for ‘Units Counted’ has been added in the OMC on the Counts screen.



Release Notes: Hand Held iOS v5.0.423

Revamped Login Screens

Security and ease of use are our top priorities. The login screens were improved to
ensure a safer and more user-friendly experience, keeping your data secure while
making access effortless.

Progress Indicators for Large Catalogs

Progress indicators were added to the login and will be helpful for those managing
extensive product catalogues. This update provides a smoother login process by
informing you about your products' loading status.

Optimized Counts Screen

Enjoy a more efficient counting experience with our optimized Counts screen.
Improvements have been made to performance and usability, helping you manage your
inventory more effectively.

Bug Fixes

User Modifications on Counts: Now, you can accurately see who last modified a count,
ensuring better accountability and tracking within your team.

MSL1 and MSL2 custom labels show user-entered values when viewing a product’s
details from a count sheet.

Enhanced Counts Screen for Total Calculations

Calculating totals is now more accurate and smoother. The Counts screen was
improved to provide more straightforward and precise total calculations, making your
inventory checks a breeze.

Improved Relationships between Counts and Count Items



In this update, the relationship dynamics between Counts and Count Items have been
fine-tuned. This enhancement means a more intuitive and interconnected experience
when managing different aspects of your inventory.

Brotli Compression Support

In our ongoing efforts to improve performance, we've added Brotli compression support.
This means faster data transmission, leading to quicker loading times and a more
responsive app experience.

Updated Product Details Screen

Discover a more informative and user-friendly Product Details Screen. Updates have
been made to provide you with all the information you need at a glance, enhancing your
product management process.


